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WEEKEND
WEATHER

TODAY: The National Weather Serv1ce il'l Paducah
forecasts mostly sunny and cool today with a high near
40. Lows tonight will be In the low 20s. EXTENDED
OUTLOOK: For Saturday through Monday, the forecast calls for fair skies
and gradual warming and a chance of showers by Monday. Highs will ba
in the upper 40s and mid 50s and lows in the 20s.
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NEW MONEY
A proposal by President Kala M. Stroup would divide new
appropriations (at $1 .n million) as shown below.

Stroup budget calls for
four percent salary hike
By LONNIE HARP
Senior Editor

M e r I t .
Monies for
fsculty merit
Inc r ea se s .
Ranked 'b y
Stroup a~
third priority

Rat..a. Stroup proposea
across-the-board 4 percent
lncraasea u top priority
Some top admmlstratora'
Increases w ill be pooled
and d i v i ded by
performance evaluations.
TOTAL:
$880.<490
<496,.,

TOTAL:

$150.000
8<4~

Source: Draft of gu1deHnes from President's Office
Graphic by LONNIE HARP

Most University
employees can expect at least
a 4 percent raise in 1986-87 if
the administration's
proposal is accepted by the
Board of Regents at its
Saturday meeting.
President Kala M. Stroup
said that the raise is above
both the expected rise in the
cost of living and Gross
National Product rates .
Money for some
administrators, including
deans and vice presidents,
will be placed in a pool and
divided according to
performance evaluations,
Stroup said.
"Since these position
responsibilities vary and the
positions are basically
administrative in nature,
yearly evaluation must occur
to assure accomplishment of
departmental, collegiate and
University objectives,"

Problems with present
minority program aired
By STEPHENIE MCLEAN
lnd DENNIS DOCKERY
Reporters

Black students voiced
concern about the atmosphere
on campus at a March 4
meeting sparked by the
cancellation of the third
annual Black History
Program.
This was the first time the
black history program ,
scheduled for Feb. 23, has been
cancelled . Apparent
disinterest has also surfaced
at other events aimed at black
students including lectures
and social programs.
Some minority students
attribute apathy to a lack of
publicity. Bernadette Jones,
coordinator of minority
student affairs, attributed the
program's cancellation to a
lack of participation and pride
for black heritage.
"I don 't think the minority
program was publicized
enough ,'' sai d Dee

Montgomery, a senior from
Atlanta, Ga. "The minority
group doesn't seem to exist. We
need some experienced people
involved with minority
affairs."
Sidaris Carney, a junior
from Madisonville, 88id,
"Bernadette Jones needs to get
more involved with the
students than just sending out
flyers. She needs to get out and
ask people verbally to become
more involved. It would be
more effective than just
reading a letter."
"There's not a problem with
black heritage," Camey said,
"just black motivation."
Jones said in her newsletter
The Black Connection, "There
is a real problem here and I
think that it's about.time we
try and solve it." She added
that students expressed a
concern that something
negative is in the air. They felt
someone needed to motivate
them and that now was a good
time to inspire other students

Stroup states in the proposal.
Adraftoftheplan released
earlier this week to members
of the Board's finance
committee along with
several top administrators
lists personnel salary
increases as the top priority
when dealing out new money
alloted by the state and
generated from tuition and
fee raises.
The raise would account
for about half of that money.
Stroup said the remainder
will be divided among
various compensation plans
and adjustments, merit pay
money and a set of increases
in some operating budgets.
Considering an estimated
increase of about $1.77
million, the plan would allow
about $880,000 for the 4
percent raises.
A staff variable
compensation plan which
would raise the wage of
hourly employees 10 cents
per hour would cost an
estimated $84,400. About

$150,000 would be earmarked

for a faculty salary
equalization plan which
would raise salaries of
positions in various colleges
where salaries have fallen
well below the average level
at similar-sized colleges.
About $60,000 would go to
adjustments for reclassified
positions or would be added
to individuals receiving
promotions in order to boost
the salaries for those
particular jobs.
Under the third priority,
$150,000 would be spent on
merit pay which Stroup
referred to as performance
pay.
Under the heading of
operating expenses, about
$31,000 would be needed to
fund the worker's
compensation plan. About
$70,000 would go toward
insurance payments. The

-
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Lucky break

to h1t the books because
'spring fever' is approaching.

"My main topic is your
opinion of being a minority on
a mainly white campus,"
Jones said. "Many minorities
don't care one way or the other
that they are minorities."
Jones said there has been a
breakdown in the Black
Advisory Council , an
organization structured to aid
minority students.
"BAC was a strong
organization. It was the
speaking voice of the black
students. They let the
administration know there
were issues that concerned
them and they would present
their feelings to the
administration.
"Now there is a lack of
See TENSIONS
Page6

Paducah junior wins trip
for two to Daytona Beach
By LONNIE HARP
Senior Editor

Ed McMahon didn't
knock on her door, and she
didn't win the million-dollar
super-prize offered by
Publishers' Clearing House.
But two days after she
returned from a modest
spring holiday in her
hometown, Doris Clark got
a big blue envelope
awarding her something
she had just missed - a trip
for two at Daytona Beach.
Clark, a junior from
Paducah, said she entered
the contest, sponsored by
Carefree Chewing Gum and
Campus Network. after
hearing about it on
television and filling out an
entry blank at the
University Store.
"I entered it about a week
before Sprin~ Break and I

NEXT WEEK YOUNG MUSIC STUDENTS GET A JUMP ON COLLEGE

saw that they were drawing
and ·announcing the
winners Monday night, but
I just turned past it,'' Clark
said. The blue envelope
marked "Urgent" surprised
her at Heater Hall Tuesday.
"It had been a bad day
and I figured it was
something telling me that
there were problems with
my passport (for a planned
trip to Barbados this
summer). When I saw what
it said, I couldn't believe it."
Clark said she told the
dorm secretary about the
second-place prize in the
nationwide contest. She
hurried upstairs to tell her
roommate and some friends
before phoning home to ask
her mother if she would like
to tag along.
S" DAYTONA I
Pape 16

I
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New projects to aid ·disabled
By CATHY DAVENPORT
Staff Writer

The College of Industry and
Technology has begun three
projects to better aid the
handi c apped students
enrolled ip its programs.
According to Dean Ken
Winters, the college is in the
process of purchasing two
microcomputer work stations
that can be easily transported
to a laboratory setting and
used by a wheelchair-bound
person s.
Winters said the movable
microc omputer& will be
advantageous to the college's
programs not only because of
their accessibility but also
because of their security. The
computers are located in large
metal casings on wheels and
can be closed up and locked.
Drafting tables with high
stOols also present problems
for th ose c onfined to
wheelchairs, so the college is
purchasing hydraulic lifts for
two tables.
The college also intends to
. build two workbenches of
reduced size so that those who
find it difficult or painful to sit
on high stools can work from
regular-sized chairs, Winters
said .
The plans for these projects,
which are being funded by an
external grant, were begun
about a year ago, Winters said,
adding they are scheduled to
be completed by this summer.
If the state legislature
approves funding for the new
Industry and Technology
building proposed by the

governor, Winters said he will
see that the building will be
designed to accomodate all
students.
"We are going to be more
conscious with this building
and making sure it is more
accessible to all students handicapped or not," Winters
said.
Although many renovations
have been made on campus to
pr ovide accessibili ty a n d
many projects such as t he ones
mentioned are currently
un derway, th ere still exist
many problems that need to be
corrected, said Dr. Glen
Hendren, associate professor
of educational leadership and
counseling.
Hendren said the University
needs to look beyond th e more
obvious problems.
"We need to look at all the
things that can h andicap
people," he said, "n ot just the
problems that apply to those
whose h andicaps we can
determine upon sight.''
Since respiratory problems
are very common in this area,
Hendren suggested that the
campus designate more nonsmoking areas and better
enforce the smoking rules in
the areas that already exist.
He also said the campus
needs to be made more
accomodating to the visually
handicapped by keeping t ree
limbs trimmed and installing
bells on all the elevators to let
the blind know what floor the
elevator stops on,
A few years ago elevators
were provided with Braille
numbers, but these were
rubbed away after only a short
period of time. This project

Arena funds placed
in state budget plan
By LONNIE HARP
Senior Ed1tor

Just when the thought had
been put uside, $500,000 was
added to the state senate
appropriation and revenue
committee's version of the
e x ec uti ve budget f o r
pl a nning of an arena
expa nsion or n ew arena
building here.
The budget plan, approved
Wednesday b y the
committee , a llows $13
million of bonded projects for
MSU - $12.5 million for a
n ew industry and technology
building and the $500,000 for

planning of an expansion of
Racer Arena, the building of
a new arena or the
combination of an arena
with the I&T building,
accordinp- to Sen . Pat
McCuiston (D-Pembrokrl, the
member of the committee
who proposed the arena
addition.
The budget proposal will
now go to the Senate for a
vote and along with the
version that passes the
House, (that version does not
include the arena planning
See ARENA
Page3

needs to be redone, Hendren
said.
Hendren expr essed a
concern for off-campus areas
related to the University and
its students . " Are the
fraternity and sorority houses
~ccomodating? For ex ample,
do they offer non-alcoh olic
drinks during parties to those
with drin king problems?" he
asked.
Like Hendren , Dr. George
Nich ols, ch airman of the
department of safety
engi n eering and h ealth ,
believes the University should
take a closer look at the needs
of those people who have
h andicaps that are not readily
visible.
Nichols suggested that a
survey be con d ucted to
determine a ll the faculty
members and students with
different types of handicaps
and then ask these people
what changes need to be made.
Hendren said another point
that should be considered
about campus renovations is
that they benefit others
besides the handicapped.
"A lot of it (renovating) is
sensible architecture that
accomodates many people
other than the handicapped,"
Hendren said. ••For example,
the curb cuts (where the
sidewalk lowers to road level)
not only ben efit those in
wheelchairs but the bicyclists,
delivery men, maintenance
people and people in child care
who push strollers."
Overall - though much
remains to be done - Hendren
believes MSU's ca.mpus is the
most accessible of all statesupported institutions.

""~
Illustration by DIANE SHEHAN

THE NEW microcomputer w C)f't( stdon to aid handlclpped students.

Board meets to discuss
proposed salary raises
By LONNIE HARP
Sen tor Editor

A vote on an administration
proposal to adopt budget
guidelines outlining an acrossthe-board 4 percent salary
raise with additional monies
for specific salary
adjustments will highlight
Saturday's Board of Regents
meeting.
According to President Kala
M. Stroup, the guidelines
released
to some
administrators earlier this
week set priorities for
dist ributing the estimated new

revenue appropriated by the
state's General Assembly and
generated from tuition and fee
increases. (See related story on
Page 1.)
In other business on the
Regents' agendas, the Board
will vote on whether to use a
one-time $50,000 allotment
from interest on the
University's funds to pay for
the men's track program while
other options are studied,
Stroup said.
"It will partially fund track
and carry us for one year while
we look at the issue," Stroup
said. The Board voted in
November to continue the
men's track program and

asked administrators to look
for ways of funding it. Stroup
recommended discontinuing
the program to pay for
required additionB in women's
athletics.
The Regents will consider a
proposal initiated by Staff
Congress allotting money for
a group of Staff Excellence
Awards similar to the Regents
Award for Teaching
Excellence.
The Board is expected to
approve Clifford Wiley, a
See BOARD MEETS
Page3

By Clay Gilliam
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Board meets----- Arena-------------------------ContinUed from Page 2
graduate of the University of
Kansas law school to recruit
min ority candidates for
faculty and administrative
positions. Paul B. Radke,
presently director of
admissions at George
Williams College in Downer's
Grove , Ill., w ill be
recommended as director of
school relations.
The Board will vote on Joe
M. King, recommended as
chairman of the biology
department and Th omas
Au er, recommended as
chairman of the engineering
technology department. Both
men have been serving in
these positions since January.
The Board will consider
candidates for promotion,
tenure and sabbatical leave.
Regents will hear the
annual intercollegiate
athletics financial report and
the list of renovations and
c onstru c tion p r ojects
scheduled this summer,.

including demolition 0 f
Swann Hall.
Stroup said the Board will
discuss a five-year plan for
renovation on residence halls.
She said the plan will upgrade
and improve the appearance
of the residence halls.
Formal a pproval of the
University's new honors
program is expected at
Saturday's meeting.
Regents will consider a plan
to provide interest-free loans
to employees using the money
to b uy home computer
equipment. Also, a plan to pay
the test fee for employees
interested in taking the GED
examination will be
considered.
The quarterly meeting will
begin at 1:30 p.m. in the Board
room on the third floor of Wells
Hall. Five of the Board's
committees wil l meet
Saturday morning t.o diseuse
specjfic items.

THE QUIIMAIS
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she hadn't heard much about
the arena addition until
Tuesday when the Senate
committee added it to its
budget.
Cole said that in order to
auth orize the additional
project, the state will have to
add$65,200tothe University's
debt service.
The new $12.5 million I&T
facility topped the Board of
Regents capital construction
priority listsent to the Counci~
on Higher Education and
governor. The second priority
was renovation ofthe Old Fine
Arts Building followed by
renovation of Racer Arena.
The arena, built in 1954,
seats 5,500. Over the past few
years, several problems have
arisen including a new roof
and floor costing $86,000
installed in 1980.
Former head basketball
coach Ron Greene was noted
for his frequent complaints
about the arena. In a 1984
interview, Greene said a new
arena would be one of the final
steps in upgrading the athletic
facilities here.
Greene was promised a new
arena when he left Mississippi
Statetocoach atMSUin 1978.
When he resigned last spring
to become the head coach at
Indiana State, Greene said the
frustration of not getting a
new facility was one of the
factors that led to his decision.

McCuiston said he believes
this is a positive first step
toward the construction of a
new facility.
Following the study, plans
would be initiated and
developed to present to the
state.

e.Alphasearch
NEW SERVICE

FOR

FACULTY AND
STAFF
ALPHASEARCII
Will reaearch anything
in print.
Computer
searches also available.

CALL: 753-9700

Parker Brown

Stroup said that if the
budget passes with the arena
item, a feasibility study will
likely be done to see what
alternative would be best.
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Continued from P8ge 2
money) will be forwarded to a
conference committee to settle on
the final version.
~·we want to see if there is
reason to remodel the existing
arena or to build a new one or if
there can be a combination of
the I&T building and the
arena," McCuiston said
Wednesday frOm Frankfort.
"We would expect some of
that money (the $500,000) to be
planning a n d some on
conti nuation fees or s ite
preparation ," the veteran
legislator said.
McCuiston said he had been
planning to introduce the new
money and wanted to wait
until the time is right. He
believes that the arena has a
good chance of passing the
conference committee.
McCuiston said if th e
funding passes the General
Assembly, he hopes the project
will be far enough along that
whatever option is chosen will
be part of the next biennial
budget.
" I think the Governor and
the administration are in
sympathy with this," he said.
"The arena there is in the
worst shape of any of the other
state schools. Right now it
depends on whether we have a
little good luck. There are a lot
of people working on this.
"What has been done is just
barely the tip of the iceberg,"
McCuiston said.
State's
M urray
representative at the Senate
proceedings this week, Dr.
Cathy Cole, assistant to
President Kala M. Stroup, said

I
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Don't sit back . ..
Be A Student Ambassador

1..

" The moment I saw you In that Mercedes, I
knew you were the man I wanted t o divorce."

The Ambaeeaclore are an elite group of etudeate which are eelected to
promote the de\lelopmeat of Murray State Uai\lereity. The eelection
criteria for theee highly \lieible repreeeatati\lee are their acti\litiee and
achie\lemente, and a pereonal intel'\liew .

.

Start your day off
''Sweet''
---:
-·
.. . -,
-.
...~~ -

"'

'·.

'

'

What ie a Murray State Ambaeeador?

-.

,

";.

)

What doee an Ambauaclor do?
Stucleat Ambaeeadore eel'\le •• hoete for m.aay oa-campue fuactioae ae
well a• tra\leDiag throughout the area to eel'\le •• gueete at faactioae. They
a . .i.et in the followiag areae:
I . Stadeat Recraitmeat· iacladee tra\lelling to high ecboole throughout
KY, aad ia TN, MO, IL
2 . AJamai Relatioae- iacladee tra\lel to \larioue alumni fuactioae
throughout the area.
3 . Commaaity Relatioae· eel'\le ae liaieoae betweea the aaivenity aad
commaaity.
·
4. Other Public:: Relatioae
What are the regairemeate for eligibility?

SAMMON'S

BAKERY

Chestnut St. 6 a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat 6 a.m.· I p.m.
753-5434

To be eelected ae a a Ambaeeaclor a etudent muet?
I . Be a fall-time etadeat.
2 . Ha\le completed 15 or mo're hoare.
3 . Ha\le a camulati\le GPA of 2.75 or more.

-

How caa yoa apply?
To Apply
Pick ap applicatioa from SGA office . (let Le\lel· Carrie Center)
Applicatioae muet be returaecl to the SGA office oa or before April 4th at
nooa.

.....
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Regents should not
dodge tough issUes
It was disheartening to learn that
for some people, the best way to do
business is still behind closed doors.
Earlier this semester, conversation
began about the que~~tion of the Board
of Regents' renewal ofPresident Kala
M. Stroup's contract which expires
next July.
Fueled in part by conversation
initiated by Bill Beasley, chainnan of
the Board with his fellow Regents,
indications were that the issue would
be decided at the Board meeting
Saturday.
\ However after the issue started
gaining attention and Stroup's
leadership was the subject of a
campus-wide evaluation by this
newspaper two weeks ago, everyone
who was talking about the contract
seems to have ducked under a rock Beasley included.
The item does not appear on the
agenda for Saturday's meeting,
leading many people to believe that
the Board's leader would rather
cliscus$ the issue once the clamor dies
down.
While there is some sentiment that
Stroup has not progressed as much as

she should have in her first two-and-a·
half years, the consensus seems to be
that she is headed in a positive
direction, especially considering the
past controversy with former·
President Constantine W. Cu.rris.
We believe that the Board shouldn't
be afraid of discussing this issue or
any other in a public forum. Stroup
seems to be content to let her
accomplishments stand for
themselves, and while there is some
criticism and opposition, we believe
that there will always be complaints.
Stroup has been successful in
bringing stability to a torn campus
and town. Her approach has been
methodical and studied, which has
probably been warranted.
While she has her drawbacks- she
probably could have better addressed
sagging faculty and staff morale overall, she deserves a passing grade
which, here, is no small feat.
The Board should render its
decision on Stroup and set the
guesswork to rest. It shouldn't shirk
its responsibility by being afraid of
attention and and putting off
decisions.
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FEEDBACK
Athletics not mediocre
·

To the Editor:
Clay Walker's commentary
(Mediocrity ain't no big thing if kept in
proper perspective, Feb. 28) is
unsettling for several reasons. I think
he should realize that MSU is not
Princeton University and that our
football and basketball programs are

not Division I powers. By those
standards we are mediocre.
By OVC standards our athletic
programs perform quite well.
There have always been people who
prefer sitting in an easy chair
watching television to being actively
involved in anything. Do not concern

Where's the support?
To the Editor:
I was completely dismayed with the
crowd at the recent MSU game with
Austin Peay. I can't understand why
the student body can't come out and
support our fine team.
.
It was an honor for Murray Wbe able
to host a first round (OVC) tournament
game, but the crowd turnout was
simply shocking. Racer Arena was less
than half full and I would say that 60
perc( nt of the spectators were Murray
townspeople and not students.
I don't think that most MSU
students realize what a basketball
powerhouse that most Racer teams
have been. In the last five years
Murray has beaten such big-time
basketball powers as Alabama, Notre
Dame, Bradley, Memphis State,
Jacksonville, UAB, Western Kentucky
and many others.
Murray doesn't play in a glamorous
conference like the SEC, but in the 11
years between 1971 and 1982, OVC

representatives played the University
of Kentucky three times in the NCAA
tourney. The OVC teams won twice
and lost the other game in double
overtime.
I don't think that many people
realize that since Murray isn't on TV
al1 the time that they are actually a
big-time basketball team. Murray is an
NCAA Division I team. There isn't any
division higher than Division I.
Murray is in the same division as the
University of Kentucky, University of
Louisville, Notre Dame, UCLA, North
Carolina, Duke, Indiana, Georgetown
or St. John 's. Even though Murray
hasn'tgained the reputation that these
schools have, they still have the
opportunity to win it all some day.
The chances of Murray State
becoming a contender for the national
crown could be improved if all the
students put their whole-hearted
support behind the Racers.
Ronald King
Benton

yourself with them as you are wasting
your time.
There are those of us who went to
Murray who are not chokers, who
enjoyed college athletics and who are
very proud and positive of Murray
State University. lmproving MSU and
oneself are laudable and worthy goals.

~Formal

[ salute those who enjoy the struggle
despite certain inherent limitations.
I hope Walker gets over his
weltschmerz just long enough to enjoy
his college (and athletic) days. Leave
the dullards to themselves.
E.G. McFarland, M.D.
Rochester, Minn.

complaint'

To the Editor:

achievements of our graduates with
their own.

We would like to make a formal
complaint concerning efforts to deny
tenure for Dr. John Griffin (assistant
professor of agriculture). We find this
consideration to be nothing short of an
atrocity. It is fully inconceivable to us
how such a ludicrous idea could even be
considered.

Murray State University can not
afford to kick out one of its finest
faculty members and scholars. This
would be a total insult to higher
education and a gross injustice to the
University and the Murray
community.

Dr. Griffin is without a shadow of a
doubt a forerunner in the field of
ornamental horticulture, Losing such
a vital professor will virtually slice the
throat of the horticulture program.

Before the final tenure decision is
made, we plead with President Kala M.
Stroup to truly search out the facts and
not be misguided by poor and ill-fated
judgement.

Administrators should not judge
academic departments by the number
of bodies in the classroom, but by the
quality of the graduates.

James E. Faust
McKeesport, Pa.

This University should not be
viewed as a mass·production assembly
line with no regard for quality. We, the
horticulture students, challenge any
departme n t to compare the

Editor's note: This letter was also
signed by nine other students. The
letter with the complete list of
signatures is on file in our office and
available for public inspection.

,.
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Students need more motivation
Usually my task is to ask
people questions .
Occasionally, someone will
have one for me. Surprisingly,
the question I most often hear
is one I have trouble
answering. Why are students
so softspoken here?, people
ask. Do we just not care
anymore, or is it just that at
Murray, students are
uncharacteristically content.
I'm not so sure there is an
easy answer to this question. I
have been surprised at the
number of people who ask my
opinion about student views
and say they don't know what
other students here think.
Faculty and staff,
administrators and
executives, residents and
Regents all want to know what
students want - what we
think about what is going on
here. \
• I offer my opinion as best l
can most of the time, but add
that I'm not really sure what
others think. I think I can
make a good gueas, which is
about the best anyone can do I
suppose.
The point of all this is one
thing. Students here go to
class and do whatever they
feel is important in their free
time. They go home pretty
often , study sometimes, and
that's about it.
No one really worries about
what can or should be done
here. Students don't often
speak up and offer

constructive criticism or
suggestions. We don't support
any particular causes or
protest proposals like
increased fees or tuition.lt all
passes by without any hoopla.
Do we want to make a
stand? It really doean't matter
unless people know what we
think.
Students should be more
active. We should be more
demonstrative about what we
believe and we should let
administrators, faculty, staff,
residents and Regents know
that what we have to say is
important and meaningful.
So who's to blame? In part,
we all are. But mostly, this
problem falls on the shoulders
of those who are chosen to
represent students - to be
leaders- and to find out what
students need and see to it that
those things are done.
I have found it very
disconcerting in the four years
I have been here that student
leaders do little more than
occupy offices and flaunt
titles.
The Greek system has its
internal prejudices which keep
it from presenting an effective
and unified voice. Sure, the
Panhellenic
and
Interfraternity councils get
together, but all of their
de a I in gs effect on 1y
themselves.
They don't band together to
say what their collective
memberships want on campus

or in town. They may not be
heard because no one asks
them . But most concerned
groups don't let that keep them
down.
Other student groups like
the Student Alumni
Asaociation or the Residence
Hall Association serve
primarily their own members
too. RHA has scheduled a
number of dances and does
provide a change service, but it
does not speak for any
significant number of donn
residents and hasn't made
much of an impact on student
life here.
The Student Alumni
Association boasts a fairly
hefty membership, but again,
not many people are truly
involved and like many other
organizations, it keeps pretty
much to itself.
Still more blame lies in the
hallowed halls of the Student
Government Association .
We've said before that they
aren't doing anything. It's
been a long time since they
have and probably will be a
while before they do again.
Aside from the fanfare on the

pages of this newspaper, they
certainly haven't done much
to be noted. They might argue,
but that's to be expected.
We can also look at the
student Board of Regents
member - the person chosen
to present the student voice to
the Board and administrators.
So far this year, the Board's
student life committee chaired
by the student Regent hasn't
even met. It met a few times
last year and in previous years
but at any rate it hasn't done
much.
This year, our student
Regent has voted for fee and
tuition increases. We all want
to pay more money, don't we?
The only proposal he has
presented was to allow donna
to shift their weekday
visitation hours. Hey, there's
progress.
Ultimately , perhaps ,
responsibility lies within the
office of the vice president for
student development.
I'm not sure how students
here are being developed aside
from the routine - housing,
food service and student
center programs. For a few
students there is an
opportunity to become
involved through programs
like the Student Ambassadors
and Summer Orientation
counseling, but again, these
people basically do their jobs
and then, poof.
The vice president should

work to seek input from all
students. That may be a
difficult task, but it is his job.
He should try to motivate
students to become involved
and ask questions. In my own
mind, that is a part of the
college experience. Luckily,
this newspaper providea such
a vehicle for a few of us and
those who choose to write us
letters.
Others, however, just stand
by. Whether that's by choice or
just because there are no
channels, students should
speak out. We should think
about what we want and need
and then see it through. We
should answer people's
questions and question
people's answers. We should
expect leaders to lead and get
things done.
People shouldn't have to
wonder where to find the
student voice. They should
hear it often and learn to
listen. While students could
probably do more to be heard,
in this case I think the problem
lies with student leaders and
administrators who are blind
to the problem.
To develop a strong student
voice, we need dedicated
leaders at all levels. The job
can't be done with out
cooperation, and it can't be
done by simply working to
maintain the status quo. It's
time that students start to
speak up. And it's time that
leaders take some initiative.

Young Republicans
Present
A Lecture·by

George P. Whittington
Central American Affairs Expert
George Whittington, a Henderson County farm;,.,
hu owned property In Coata Rica for the paat 15 yeara.
He operates a cattle ranch there which Ia located In the
northern part of the country about 12 miles south of the
Nicaraguan border.
Whittington, a graduate of the University of Missouri
School of Journalism, has edited and published a weekly
newspaper. He alao has been a newapaper reporter, feature
writer, columnist and photographer. He Ia a combat
veteran of World War II and the Korean War.
He strongly supports President Ronald Reagan's
policy of stopping communism In Central America and Is
for aiding the contras In their fight against communism
In Nicaragua.

Quostlon and answer period will follow

Monday, March 24th
Currls Center Theatre
7:00p.m ..
Sponsored In part by
The Student Government Association
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NEWS&riefs
Poet to present work
Poet Robert Pack, director of the Bread Loaf Writers'
Conference and winner of both national and international
awards for his writing, will read from his work at3:30 p.m. today
in the Barkley Room of the Currie Center.
Pack's presentation is being sponsored by the department of
English and supported in part by a grant from the Kentucky
Arts Council with funds from the National Endowment for the
Arts. It i" free and open to the public.
Pack n~s pubhdhed 10 volumes of poetry in a career that
began in 1955 when Scribner's released his book, "The Irony of
Joy." His most recent book of poems, "Faces in a Single Tree,"
was published in 1984 and another book of his poetry is
scheduled for publication in 1987.

Scuba diving course set
An open-water scuba diving course will be offered on Saturday
mornings and Tuesday evenings for five weeks, beginning
Tuesday.
The class meets from 8 a.m. to noon on Saturdays and from 6
to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays.
Students can register at an organizational meeting Tuesday
in Room 106 of the Carr Health Building.
Participants must provide their own mask, fins and snorkel.
All other equipment and materials will be included in the course
cost.
Those who complete the course will earn national certification
by the Professional Association of Diving Instructors.

Folk dance tonight
A folk and contra dance will beheld tonight from 7 to 11 p.m.
in the south gym of the Carr Hea1th Building.
Instruction will be given and the dance is open to beginners.
There is no participation fee. Interested persons should contact
Rod Johnson at 762-3024.

South Africa forum

Continued hom Pa9.e 1
support for the counctl. No one
seems to show up until we are
going to elect someone or
dance dates are being drawn,"
she said.
Kenny Woods, president of
the BAC, elaborated on the
problems during Black
History Month. "I don't
publicize upcoming meetings
but everyone knows about
dances," he said.
"Procrastination is the
main problem. Nobody has
enough self esteem," Woods
said. "Everyone seems to have
good ideas concerning the
program, but they don't do
anything."
During the five rehearsals
for the black history program,
eight of385 black students put
forth an effort to have a
program.
"There is not enough unity
as a whole," said Sammy
Jones, a junior from Memphis,
Tenn. "We should take pride in
ourselves. Maybe we are not
wanted here by some people,
but we must do our best. I can't
understand why we are so
vindictive toward ont'
another."
Bernadette Jones
commented on an event that
took place last year when Dan
Dipiazzo, then editor in chief
of The Murray State News,
asked if the events being held
for blacks were an act of
segregation. Bernadette Jones
replied, "Yes if you want to
look at it that way. You don't
go from segregation to sudden
integration. If we were just
thrown in we couldn't
survive."
William Jordan ,

Elizabethtown, said "We need
to get rid of the feeling of just
an all-black meeting. Some
people think it's something
like the Ku Klux Klan."
The black history program
has been rescheduled for April
5 and will be presented
whether it's in May or when
students come back from the
summer break, Bernadette
Jones said.
.
Stephen Jones, president of
Kappa Alpha Psi, said," All of
us want something better." He
suggested that the blacks get
together to support one
another with their events.

"Whites support whites. Jews
support Jews but blacks don't
seem to stick together."
Twenty-one of the 50
students present at the
meeting came forth when
Bernadette Jones asked for
those willing to be internal
leaders. Of the 29 remaining
people seated, Sherry Grimes,
a senior from Hopkinsville,
said, "I don't think these
people will go through with it.
The same thing happened in
the black history program. I'm
fed up with black heritage. I'm
black and I'm not proud on
this campus."

14 K Achi·A-Beacl

JF.WHfRS

3 mm
4 mm
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6 mm 1.39
7 mm 1.74

8 mm 2.99
9 mm 3.69
10 mm 4.99
11 mm 5.99
12 mm 6 99

Claeataat HUla Slaoppiag Ceater
753-7695

Fill'er up at Phillip's 66
Courteous Service the
Old Fashioned Way
Full & Self Serve
We Hand Wuh, Buff & Wax Cera

Gerrald Boyd's Auto Repair
& Service Center
514 S. 12th StrMt 753-1750
(Next to D & W Auto Supply)

The campus chapter of the Young Democrats, in association
with Elizabt>th Hall , is sponsoring a forum at 8 p.m. Tuesday in
the Curris Center Theater to discuss the conditions in South
Africa .
Speakers will include Dr. Tracy Harrington, director of the
center for international studit>s, Dr. Sashi Bali, a psychology
professor and native of Kenya, and David Ramey, president of
the Young Democrats.
The background of the apartheid situation and the views of
the Reagan administration toward South Afr)ca and
alternatives wiU be discussed.

The Seafood Expre•
Market & Cafe
serving

seafood and caJun specialties:
LUNCH ONLY 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
-Peel and eat shriiJip
-Oysters on the halfshell
-Seafood and crab salads
-Tuna sandwich
.-Shrimp creole and gumbo
-and much moreLook for the sign with the big red crab north of
Superamerica or . Coldwater Road

Pnoto by CHRIS EVANS

SE RVING YOU
WITH STYLE ...

000
Oo

0~11.

shoe

-···

Southside M1nor

7~3-6149
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Financial aid deadline nears,
Gordon stresses lack of cuts
Students who want to apply
for financial aid must do so by
April 1, according to Joyce
Gordon, director of student
employment.

Hollings balanced budget act
paaeed earlier in the year could
cut financial
aid
approximately 25 percent,
said Johnny McDougal,
financial aid director .
Approximately 44 percent of
all studenta are receiving eome
sort of federal aaaistance,
McDougal said in a letter sent
to let District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard.

"A lot of students and
parents are afraid that with
the federal budget cuts, there
is not going to be any financial
aid, but that's not true,"
Gordon said. "There is going
to be aid and there are going to
be student jobs."
There are currently l,l4H
The Gramm-Rudman- students employed on campus,

with 427 under federal work
study and 722 on the University payrol l. The
federal program will be hit
hardest by the cuta, but
Gordon does not expect them
to be drastic.
Last year, 1,761 studenta
earned nearly $1.5 million
through University and
federal t>mployment.
Financial aid forms can be
picked up in the Financial Aid
Office in the basement of
Sparks Hall.

COSFL-------------------Continued from Page 7
The $6,000 salary difference
between full professors at
Murray and those at
benchmark universities
similar in size and in
surrounding areas proves this,
he said.
The eight Murray members
of COSFL began a telephone
and letter campaign to
legislators in November,
according to Sally DuFord, an

instructor in home economics
and a member of COS FL. The
fact that the governor is
spending more on education is
partially due to COSFL's
efforts, she said.
Usher said COSFL has
received a positive reaction
from legislators.
"The legislators we talked to
indicated they had received
our letters,'' he said. "I think
that it made an impression."

Money-------------Continued from Page 1

plan outlines a $200,000
expenditure to maintain
scholarships and grants-inaid. Another $150,000 would
be allotted for recurring
contingency funds.
Stroup said if revenue fallt~
short of the estimations, cuU.
may be made in several oftht•
areas 0 1 within the JrP..neral
budget.
Includtd in the proposal is
a staten~tmt by Stroup on

meritpay.l.ast .vear'~>sy stein

has receivt>J som1· cril iciRm
because of the Jack of specific
criteria and guidelines for

dividing the money.
"We all are evaluated to
some extent,'' Stroup states
"In an era of tight resourcefl
and loss of earning power
evaluation and performanc.•
awards become more·
sensitive. Acrosa-th&board
treatment, regardless of
performance, is a
disincentive.
"Please give particular
atltt·ntion tl) clear evaluation
proc(-dures, stated criteria
University objectives, fail
treatment and open
commmunication during
this process," Stroup said in
her proposal.

Both Usher and DuFord say
they have seen a change in the
support for higher education
within the last fe.w years.
Usher said the growth of
industry in Kentucky iR one
motivating factor ~hind this.
Many companies wanting to
move to Kentucky consider the
quality of the education,
which has put pressure on
legislators to look at funding
for higher education, Usher
said.
President Kala M. Stroup
said, "I'm very supportive of
their <COSFL's) efforts to
educate the citizens of
Kentucky and legislators on
our needs."
Stroup will propose a four
percent across-the-board
increase for salaries to the
Board of Regents Saturday,
with additional money also
going for adjustments and
compensations.

First pitch

,........a Met_.,.

Kim Larton, en ..,.... ICience mlfor from D..mle, WMml up her
throwing ann
h w.rm • ..._ _..., lhll week,_. the
h8lt campi& 8prtng oflcllly beglnl lhll ~

The road to your fu;ture
begins·J:IR:e

March ·
Special

TIU! Murray Stat£ NeWs fs n ow aroepfing

Prlnla Ready In 1 Houri

'' 2 Prints
For The
.
Price of 1 /JJ

applications for
JX>Siti.ons:

A(l Production Manager
Ad Production Staffers

Phofugrapbers•
Art Director:tSupplements Editor
Join the team that MSU turns to when it w~ts tA> lmow
wh at's happening. We offtr valuable work extlerience in
a student-oriented enviroriinent. Your road to excellence
may start here but remember that this op~ty
definitely ends March 31, 1986. Applications are
available at our office, 111 WilSon Hall.
• Photographers and

1 Hour Photo DeveJoplng
Olympic Plaza. Mu,.y
759-9347
ht•llftuld AA

OPEN MONDAY- SA'IlJmAV 9 a.m. toe p.m.

198&87 staff

Ad Account Representatives

per roll •'lith thiS ad.

We Offer :
*Black and White Processing
*Slides (Ektachrome)
*Wallet Size Prints
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Limit one roll per customer and one coupon

Alao Pollia• (llufl MO ar

Photo by BRAD GASS

cartoomste should
submit 111U11ples oftheir
work.
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Students strut talents
Twelve students will compete for a $100 first prize in the fifth
annual MSU Talent Show Tuesday night at Lovett Auditorium.
The fifth annual contest sponsored by the Residence Hall
Association will include singers, rappers and actors. There is no
charge for admission.
The show will begin at 8 p.m. "The Bear," of WDDJ-FM in
Paducah will serve as master of ceremoni~ . Judges will include
Sam BurrageofWPSD-TV, Liz Bussey of Murray's Playhouse in
the Park and Al McClain, a Mayfield radio ncwscnsu•r.

Swann Song ... Lost studio space means relocation
By JENNIFER DUNN
Staff Writer

Most students need a place
for studying
like
Waterfield Library. Art
students need a place for
crt>ating- like Swann Hall.
However , some art
students are fuced with
losing the studio space they
began occupying at the
condemned Swann Hall.
The building is scheduled to
be demolished this summer.
William Parsons, dean of
the College of Fine Arts and
Communications , and
Charles Outland, director of
facility management, are in
the process of finding space
to relocate Swann Studio.
Advanced painting
students moved into the
central \\'ing of Swann last
fall after spending the 198485 school year without a
work space.
Even though relocating
would be an inconvenit>nce
for them, Chuck Richards,
assistant painting
professor, said it was better
to keep relocating than to

not have a studio at aJl.
Richards said that his
students need a large space
that has adequate
ventilation, lighting and
plum.bing.
The top floor in the Doyle
Fine Arts Building is
already being used by seven
advanced art students.
Richards stressed the
importance of having
enough space for the
students to work.
"They need a place where
they can leave their work
and materials out," he said.
Also, Richards said he has
noticed a radical difference
in the student's work since
they have had their own
space. "A studio space
reflects the work of the
artist. It'saplacewherethey
can go and think." he said.
. An exhibition March 6
honorE.'d the Swann Studio.
The students usE.'d this
exhibition to show the
importance of a studio and
how it a{f(•ctR their work.
See SWANN
Page ,6

f'tloto by KIRK BUNNER

ART STUDENT Judith Gra y worked earlier this week In the studios at Swann Hall. Several art
students occupying apace there ere In aearch of new space because of the planned demolition of
Swann Hell this summer.

University to host productions
Broadway show
to be performed
by touring group
By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Writer

Brigadoon, a Broadway musical,
will be perfonned in Lovett Auditorium

at 8 p.m. Monday.
The musical is the last of the
performances sponsored by the
Murray Civic Music Association for
the 1985-86 season. Tickets for
students with a valid ID are free a nd

for the general public are $15. The
tickets will be available at the door.
The performances in Brigadoon are
by Music Theatre Associates
Incorporated, a touring group from
New York City. The group travels with
its own sets and equipment.
Brigadoon is a Scottish fantasy set
to bagpipes and other musical
creations from Scotland. The
perfonnance is a combination of
romance, comedy and drama.
William Parsons , dean of the College
of Fine Arts and Communications,
said the performance is free to
SM BRIGADOON
Page 12

Children's play
teaches morals,
provides fun

for elementary and junior high school
students.
The goal of Children's Theater is to
educate c hildren through
entertainment. The Red Sho(·s ha.s
morals and lessons meant for children,
according to dirt>etor Skip Hamra.
The Red Shoes is about a pair of
magical red shoes that make the
By AMY ALVAREZ
Reporter
wearer dance forever. The shoes,
however, are controlled by a gypsy
The house lights will go down and named Snogg. Snogg sees the shoes as
the curtain will part for the production a way out of poverty, so he kidnaps an '
of The Red Shoes at the Robert E. orphan girl named Karen by placing
Johnson Theatre Monday through the red shoes on her feet. He is able to
Friday.
MurrAy State students and a
SHRED SHOES
Page 12
professional actor will perform the
Children's Theater production geared

C~. Laatdayto

Hlttory Dly.
Students In grade
six through 12 wtll
participate In
ectivihes on third
floor Currls Center
8am. to5pm .

Trecll. The MSU
Invitational Track
Meet 11 a.m to 5
p.m. Stewart
Stadium.

Banquet

Basketball banquet
7 p .m. Curris
Cetlter Ballroom

withdraw from
claaaes with WP or

TrKtor pun.

Ph-Ilion.
Conducted through
March 27 by the
office of
deVelopment from 6
to 10 Pm

8 p .m. Exposttton

WE.

Antique tractor pull

Center.
Aec:lt.ll. Dane

Hodges, trumpet 8
p .m. Farrell Recital
Hall.

Movie. European
Vacetion 3·30, 7
and 930 p m.
Curris Center
Theater.
Aee~ltal. Guest artist
Lowell Green wtll
present horn r4!(:tl81
8·30 m. Farrell
Hall.

"edtal. Kevin

Holmes, trombone

8 p m Farrell

Recital Hell.
Am1teur Night.
Student Amateur
Night B p .m Curns
Center Stables.

-
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Business students
visit multin·ationals
By BETH SUCHMAN
Staff Wnter

Twelve students spent their
Christmas break visiting
multinational corporations in
five European countries.

atuccessfully and it would be in
best intereat to close, the
~~>Vernment can step m lind
keep it open in order to
regulate unemployment. The
government-owned
companies aren't quite as
profit oriented," Brockway
IIRid.

Ac c ording to Gary
Brockway, associate professor
of marketing who
accompanied the group, the
United States has "a lot of
catching up to do in global
business." The students were
in a group of 45 from six
universities involved in an
International Businest.
Seminar Dec. 27-Jan. 16.

The Europeans are geared
more to w ards g l obal
economics. The United States
has operated primarily for its
own markets and the
Europeans have relied on
foreign markets for centuries.
The European Common
Market has broken down the
trade barriers between the 12
rountries.
Even though the IBM
Corporations the students
visited include the European operations in Germ any
headquarters of lBM in Paris, employ mainly Germans and
the Swiss Bank Corporation in its production contributes to
Geneva, the German their economy, it is still seen
' headquarters of the R.J. by the German people as an RODEO TEAM COACH Krl1 Rudd of Slke1ton, Mo., rldel ln 1 prevloua rodeo hen. Rudd, 1 gl'lldUite
Reynolds Tobacco Company, "America n co m pany . " atudent, 1nd other atudenta wiJI holt the rodeo competition It the expo center thla weekend.
the Ford Motor Company Brockway said that a German
plant in Cologne, France and electrical compan y will im port
Association rodeo today and women will compete this
the Heineken brewery in stereo equipment from Japan,
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the weekend to earn points in
put their name on the products
· West Kentucky Livestock and individual events to go toward
Amsterdam.
and sell them as German
Exposition Center.
the team total. Eleven colleges
The students discussed equipment.
"They (students) have really and universities will be
issues relating to
shown an interest since we've participating.
Overseas corporations deal
international marketing and
had this set up here," 'said
Profits from the rodeo will
finance on their visits to the:> Ylrith the different currencies.
Mike Lipsey of Nesbit, Miss., a go to the Rodeo Club for travel
Several
students
walking
corporations, and they went The recent weakening of the through the Curris Center this member of the rodeo team.
expenses, scholarships, next
American dollar has made
sightseeing and shopping.
Ropers were in the Currie
European products more week got a chance to see some Center Tuesday and team year's rodeo and a new
rodeo action live and on
practice facility for the team.
One aspect of the trip w.-s expensive to the U.S. buyer.
members handed out rodeo
videotape.
the differences between big
information to students.
Tickets coat $3 for children
Brockway said that there
business operations in thf
The
Rodec
·
Club
has
been
ages
6 to 12, $4 for MSU
The
MSU
rodeo
team
is
United States and Europe. are few women involved in the promoting the National presently second in its region, students with a valid ID and
Although the Europeans, lik~ European business world. Intercol l egiate Rodeo Lipsey said. Six men and three $5 for general admiBSion.
the Americans, still have labor "There a ppears to be a Jot of
disputes, there seems to be a macho attitudes about women
better relationship between in power, especially in Spain
labor and management . and Italy." He said that
Laborers are often on th1• women are not well accepted
major corporations' boards of in positions of power and most
Pxecutives are men.
directors.

Rodeo Club
rustles interest
for Expo show

MSU CO-ED OF THE MONTH

Several French and German
c orporations are owned
mostly by the government and
Brockway said this often
works to the advantage of the
country's economy. "If a large
company ian 't operating

Beth Solomon of Calvert
City attended the seminar. "I
think that we received a very
broad overview of European
business. I have a better
understanding of the world
business system."

MISS

MARCH
CO-ED DATA SHEET

Over 2200 Movies

In Stock!
With MSU I.D.
all movies $2
One Day Pacltage
VCR and 2 movies $9.95

Matonacal is a freshman
majoring in Fashion
Merchandising. She is
modeling a white sweater
with dots and a black skirt
by Organically Grown.
753-7670

CENTRAL CENTER
next to Kroger

Murray, Kentucky

~urk ing~am

ay.""

HOIIN
9-6p.m.
Moe.&t.
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New 'News' editor in chief
looks f~rward to year ahead
By DAN HECKEL
News Editor

Saying "It is · an
accumulation ofthe goals I set
for myself," Dannie Prather
officially took the reigns of
The Murray State News
Monday as its editor in chief
for the next year.
"I've thought about this
since I first got on the staff and
I think I'm ready to do the
job," Prather said. Prather, a
junior from Magnolia,
replaces Lonnie Harp as the
leader of the newspaper.
Prather worked as a reporter
in the Office of Information
and Public Services as a
freshman in 1983 and served
as feature writer for the Shield
in 1984. $he began as a staff
writer for The N••ws the same
year and took over as campus
life editor in September of
1985.
She has worked the past two
summers as a reporter and
photographer at The LaRue
County Herald·News.
"I think organization is my
strongest asset, because I
rarely forget things," Prather
said. Other strong points she
mentioned are listening to
both sides of a story and her
ability to be sympathetic
toward the concerns of the
students.
"1 want to encourage all
students to feel free to come to
the newspaper if they have a
co.mplaint or know of
something that would make a
good story. There are stories
that we aren't aware of
because people don't let us

'Next year is
going to be a
rebuilding year'

know," Prather said.
She encourages any student
to apply for a job on the
newspaper also, with one of
her goals being to enlarge the
number of staff members.
"Next year is going to be a
rebuilding year, no doubt, and
although we have good people
working here now who are
interested in higher positions,
we need to keep a steady
supply of new people," she
said.
The News loaM not only
Hurp to graduation, but also
news editor Dan Heckel,
sports editor Clay Walker.
business manager Orville
Herndon and advertising
sales manager Stuart
Alexander.
Prathersaidoneofthemain
things she learned from Harp
is his professionalism in
dealing with sources. "I
learned to always look at n
story twice to see if there is
something more. I've always
thought he has been very
fair."
Although she plans no
physical. style or policy
changes for the newspaper,
Prather said she would like to
have more stories about what

Need an Easter gift?
or a Mother's Day gift?
or a Wedding gift?

students are doing.
"I think a lot of students
think the paper is too ful1 of
faculty, staff and
administration stories and
while I think those are
important, I would like to give
students an alternative."

For a wide variety, quality
selection, shop at the

TREASURE HOUSE OF GIFTS

Prather said she has a good
relationship with the staff and
is looking forward to working
with them. "I know we are all
going to goof, eo we are going
to just try our best."

Southside Shopping Center
South 641
Monday through Saturday
- 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Tlu Murray State News is
now accepting applications
for all positions except editor
in chief for the fall semester.
Any student interested can
atop by Wilson Hall Room 111
and pick up an application.

753-6798

IRED
COURSE

Domino's Pizza Delivers"
the tastiest, most nutritious
•course" on your busy
schedule. We make great
custom-made pizza and
deliver- steamy hot-In
30 minutes or less, or
we'll take $3.00 OFF the
price of your pizza!

. . , . , Murray:

753-9844

810 Chestnut Street

Hourc
11AM·1:30AM Sun.·Thurs.
11AM·2AM Fri. &Sat.

I

So lake a break from
atudyi~g

and have a tasty
treat. One call does It all'" I

Saturday.
March22nd
8:00p.m.

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS®
FREE.

r----------------------,
Order any regular pizza
and get TWO 16 oz.
returnable bottles of

Coke' Claaaic ,

with special guest

KING KOBRA
TICKETS
ON SALE NOW
$11.00 & $13.00 reserved

• .,

or any large pizza and
gei i'OUR 16 oz.
returnable bottles of

Coke• Classic,••,
At participating stores
only. Customer pays
deposit.
....._~_

L

0

__......,__........,.,
reg. 0 lg.

Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 3130/86,

----------------------

J

~180 delivery .,.... Onvera ca<ry vndar UO.Cl 1986 Domlno'a Pizza. Inc.
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for your
INFORMAnON
YOUNG DEMOCRATS

The officers for the Young
Democrats for 1986-87 are
Glen David Ramey of
Louisville, president: Phillip
Wal)ace of Cadiz, vice
pres1dent; Kathy Wysong of
Belleville, Ill., treasurer; Joe
Seay of Mayfield, secretary;
Jeff Carruthers of Murray,
membership ; and Susan
Warren of Sebree, public
relations director.
ANIMAL
HEALTH
TECHNOLOGY CLUB

The Animal Health
Technology Club will have a
Community Animal Health
Day from 9 a .m. until 4 p.m.
Saturday at the University
Farm . Students will conduct
health checks on small
animals. Heartworm and
paras ite ch ecking, nail
clipping, and bathing and
dipping for fleas will be done.
The health checks are free
except for bathing which is $2.
Local pet stores will also
have displays.
CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS

An organizational meeting
for those interested in trying
out for cheerleader wiH be
Sunday at 9 p.m. on the third
floor of the Currie Center.
5 O'CLOCK THEATRE
MSU's 5 O'Clock Theatre

as Spotty; and Michael Hatz of
Carmichael, Calif. as Mac.
ALPHA ZETA

The annual agriculture
banquet will be Monday at
6:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom. The banquet is
coordinated by Alpha Zeta,
the agri cuI t ure honor
fraternity. Awards will be
presented. The guest speaker
wil1 be David Boswe ll
Kentucky commissioner of
agriculture. Reservations may
be purchased for $8 on the
second floor of the Applied
Science Building.
-RODEO CLUB

The biannual N.I.R.A. MSU
Rodeo will be Friday and
Saturday at 7;30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock
Exposition Center. The MSU
rodeo team will be competing
in bull riding, calf and team
roping, steer wrestling, saddle
bronc and bareback bronc
riding, goat tying and barrel
racing. Tick ets can be
purchased at the door.

UNCINSORIO

STAGE II PRODUCTION

The Public Eye , a on~act
comedy by Peter Shaffer,
author of Amadeus, will be
performed Friday at 7 p.m. in
Room 310B of Wilson Hall.
The cast consists of three
Murray residents. David
Lauby, a 1981 graduate of
Goodman Schoo) of Drama
portrays Mr. Cristoforou ~
highly agitated a'nd •
conspicuous private detective.
MSU graduate K ent
Jenkins, news director for
WKMS radio, portrays th,•
part of Charles Sidley, n
London accountant. MSI ·
graduate Lori Vaughn, a 1.
employee of the Marshall
County Board of Education is
Sidley's wife, Belinda.
'

will present The Soldier Who
Became a Great Dane March
26 at 5 p.m. in Room 310B of
Wilson Hall . There is no
charge for admission.
The one-act play is directed
b y Andrea B lakely of
Paducah. The cast includes
Ross Bolen of Murray as Pvt.
John Rover: Ken Crider of
Marion as let Sgt. Whitey
Cobb ; Allen Walker of
Louisville as Lt. Levierge;
Laura Thompson of
Lexington as Supply Sgt.
Benjamin : and Greg
Blankenship of Lexington,
STAGE II PRODUCTION
The Loveliest Afternoon of
Tenn . as company clerk.
The th ree dogs in the play the Year by Joh n Guare will be
are Scott Seay as Pierrot· performed Friday at 7 p.m. in
Benjamin Page ofFarrningto~ Room 310B of Wilson Hall.

IUentcttj
Gangsters pursue d
Witness. 30 min. a eat mute murder

CARE BEARS

MOUIE II <G>

CINE 1 & 2
(1:30 3:35) 7:05, 9;15

~~~tPG13)

Mon. 9 P.m.
Tues. o4 p.m.
Wed 7
· P.m.

;rillura. s P.m.
· 9 30 P.m.

is

(1 "30, 3 :20) 7;10 9·05

DOWN AND OUT

IN BEVERLY HILLS

The filthy rich... ~
(1'30, 3·20) 7:25. 9·15

Molly Ringwald

''PRETTY IN
PINK" (PG· 13)
(1 :30. 3:10) 7;05, 8:55

POLICE
ACADEMY III

"Find out what is happening
on the MSU campus in
entertainment and services
on Campus Scene Tues. at
6:30, Thurs. at 10 PM &
Fri. at 5 on .....

BACK IN TRAINING

"DQ"

ILIZZMIJ~
Oreo. Heath, German Chocolate, Chocolate Chip,
Hawiian, and all your other favorities are at...
753-4925
Dairy Queen
1303 Main

•

WI TIUI' YOU •IHI'

.AtiW$

Originally see
SHOW ...._____
slapstick musf in 1957, this wacky,
madness: 30 m~~l comedy show sheer

Summer Rental
Aambo• Maak

Prlul'a Honor
Jedi"YoluntMra
Mon.-sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m .
Sun. & Holldaya 1 p.m .-10 p.m .

chestnut st. 753-3314

'\ \n -· t ll l·lt I H

--··-

-- ..-
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Academy ·A war-d
Vr-eview
The A:cademy Awards are
Monday and I'm taking my
bestshotatfilling Dr. Heckel's
shoes oflast year in predicting
the Oscar winners in the major
categories.
There was a return to the
murder mysteries of the
Hitchcock era with Witness
and Jagged Edge. There was a
somewhat sardonic reflection
of the 1930s gangster films
with Prizzi's Honor and a
tribute to a country music star
who most members of my
generation cannot remember
in Sweet Dreams.
All of them reflect the
common desire of the
sometimes varied tastes' of the
public. The desire for a story
well told.

This year will be
remembered ·as the year the
women outshined the men.
Although the five nominees
are worthy of recogniton, the
female perfonnances of 1985
certainly outdid the male.
Jack Nicholson of Pr:izzi's
Honor , Jon Voight of
Runaway Tra in . Harrison
Ford, William Hurt and James
Gamer are the five nominees.
Although Garner is a
sentimental favorite Cor his
performance in Murphy's
~~---•••••-..J Romance, Hurt's portrayal of
the transvestite in Kiss of the
Spider Woman, should beat
out the other four.
I have to put in a personal
"atta boy" for Harrison Ford.
Although he gained stardom
and millions by playing the
dashing and sometimes
superficial characters of Han
Solo and Indiana Jones, Ford
really proved himself as an
acting contender in Witness.
(And he didn't need George
Lucas to do it.)
Although Nicholson gave his
standard magnificent
performance in Prizzi's Honer,
his character waa so dense it is
hard to believe he could stand to

~-------lllllfi.J

Sweet Dreams

Two of my favorite actresses
were not nominated for the
Oscar which is understandablt'
considering the caliber of films
produced this yt'ar. But Sissy
Spacek of Marie and Glenn Close
of Jagged Edge I believe de8erve
recognition for their stunning
per{onnanOM.

Also Jane Fonda of Agnes of
God although overshadowed by
co-star Anne Bancroft gave a
much awaited and
und.isappointing return to the

acreen.
Prediction : Wboopi
Goldberg
Choice: Meryl Streep

Best
Supporting
Actor
I need mention only one
person here. Klaus Maria
Brandauer of Out of Africa is
my choice hands down. It
takes quite an actor to portray
a lazy, adulterous baron the

audience actually still likes by
the end of the movie as much
as they did at the beginning.

portray such a dolt.
Prediction : Willia m Hurt
Choice: Hurt

Best Actress
Jagged Edge

behind Streep as Best Actress
because of her track record of
playing so many different
characters so well during her
career.
Her portrayal of leak
Dinesen was yet another
example of her versatility and
sensitivity to every role she
has played from The French
Lieutenant's Woman to
Silkwood.
But I would be remiss if I
didn't mention Geraldine
Page of The Trip to &untiful,
Anne Bancroft of Agnes of
God and Jessica Lange of
Sweet Dreams. I believe
Goldberg wilt win the Oscar
but I wouldn't be surprised if
Page tripped up both of the
favorites.

But Don Ameche of Cocoon,
and Robert Loggia who gave
an outstanding performance
in Jagged Edge sh~uld not be
ignored.

Other nominations include
Eric Roberts for Runaway Train
Since the nominations were and William Hickey who gave a
announced most critics have magnificent portl'ayal of the
unjustifiably narrowed this mafia Don in Prizzi's Honor.
category down to a battle
between Whoopi Goldberg of
The Color Purple, and Meryl
Streep of Out of Africa. Prediction: Klaue Maria
Although Goldberg was Brandauer
fabulous I have to stand Ch oice: Brandauer

Best
Supporting
Actress
Oprah Winfrey and
Margaret Avery, both of The
Color Purple, are up for this
honor. Choosing between the
two very strong perfonnances
is difficult, but I was more
impressed with Winfrey's
portrayal of the strong-willed
Sophia than Avery'R
character, Shug. But the
Academy's choice I believe
will be Anjelica Huston who

movie composers and I'm sure
those nominated for this
honor are really glad John
Williams has been busy with
the Boston Pops and not with
George Lucas or Steven
Spielberg writing a movie
score.
I'm betting on John Barry,
who composed the beautiful
track for Somewhere in Time,
to win for his work on Out of
Africa. Quincy Jones did an
admirable job weaving gospel,
blues and incidental musk
into the soundtrack for The
Color Purple . Bruce
Broughton must be considered
as well for his Star Wars meets
Aaron Copland score m
Silverado.

portrayed the conniving
grandaughter of a mafia Don Prediction : Qu incy Jones
in Prizzi 's Honor. Others for The Color Purple
nominated are Amy Madigan Choice: John Barry for
for Twice. in a Lifetime, and Out of Africa
Meg Tilly of Agnes of God.
Prediction: Anjelica
llueton
Choice: Oprah Winfrey

Best Director
I have to chuck reason out
the window here. Steven
Spielberg was not nominated
for Best Director for The Color
Purpk. All I can say is the
Academy must realty be
spiteful not to put their
prejudices aside when
rewarding true excellence.
Spielberg committed the
cardinal sin of making box
office smashes such as
Raiders of the Lost Ark and
Poltergeist on the pretense of
pure entertainment and not
intellectual stimulation. But
he took the challenge to
portray Alice Walker's
controversial novel and did it
so successfully that it must be
hard for some members of the
Academy to accept' that he can
indeed create the best of both
worlds.
I believe John Huston, the
sentimental nomination for
Prizzi's Honor, will win. His
greatest contenders will be
Sydney Pollack for Out of
Africa, and Pt"ter Weir for
Witness.
Prediction: John H ueton
Ch oice: Steven Spielberg

Best
Soundtrack
I feel pretty qualified to add
this category to my prediction
list. It was quite a year for

Best Picture

..

The Color Purple, Prizzi's
Honor and Out of Africa seem
to be neck in neck 111
popularity . Knowing the·
tastes of the Academy in tht·
past, I'd say Prizzi's Honor
has a pretty good chance ol
winning. If it does it would br·
another lame attempt 1•~
shunning Spielberg ' &
masterpiece of The Color
' Purple, which is my choice for
Best Picture.
Witness and Kiss of the Spider
Woman round out the
nominations for best picture.
Prediction: Prizzi's Honor
Ch oice: The Color Purple

Other categories
Out of Africa will no doubt be
the winner for the Best
Cinematography Oscar for ita
awesome depicture of the
African continent.
Phil Collins, who won in the
original song category last year

for the title song to Against All
Odds, should have a good shot
for the honor again for writing
and performing "Separate
Lives" from White Nights.
Although Huey Lewis and
News may trip him up with "The
Power of Love" from Back to the
Future.
The editing and choreography
of the fantastic dance sequences
from White Nights should be
recognized as should the special
effects from Back to the Future.

the

The Color Purpl£ should take
the honor for its realistic costume
design.
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Give a Corsage
to show you care!
A-....-.a-Good:C-~-........_,_Poar

*PROM

Ringwald's latest effort
is not-so-preHy letdown
John Hughes, the creator of
The Breakfast Club and
Sixteen Candles, offers a lame
effort in his latest teenage
film, Pretty in Pink . (PG-13)
The film, starring Andrew
McCarthy of St. Elmo's Fire
and Molly Ringwald ofboth of
Hughes' more famous films,
deals with the unlikely
relationship between a
"richie" named Blaine and a
"freak" called Andie.
McCarthy. who was superb
in St. Elmo's Fire, is wasted
with the caliber of dialogue
used in his first film, Class.
Nevertheless, he gives a little
value to his character who
tries to make the taboo
relationship with the lower
class girl work.
Ringwald is her usual
consistent self, crying and
yelling at the precise
moments. She makes older
moviegoers remember the
pain and joy of high school life
as if it were yesterday.
Hughes creates some virtual
low lifes for Blaine's richie
friends. And as in his other
films, the adult characters are
like moving props. However.
Annie Potts, late of
Ghostbusters,
who plays
Ringwald's co-worker at a
record shop gives the boring

PrettY
In Pink

c

Depending on McCarthy
and Ringwald to create
interest in the film may be its
only saving grace at the box
office. But two bratpack stara
and loud rock and roU can't
aave a very disappointing
effort from a director who has
previously show n true
sensitivity to what growing up
is all about.

*FORMALS
"EASTER
• ALL OCCASIONS

otCHID
COISAGl

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

500 North 4th Street
753-3251

-Dannie Prather

storyline a little boost in comic
relief.
The best performance goes
to John Cryer, who plays
Duckie, Andie's best friend
who has been madly in love
with her since birth. Although
McCarthy has been publicized
more for the film. Duckie is
hands down the major
character of the film next to
Andie.
Hughes failed to take any
chances with Pretty in Pink as
he did in The Breakfast Club.
The director shies away from
the violent confrontations
between the upper and lower
social classes of such films as
The Outsiders and Rumble
Fish. but he doesn't try to
address the issue at all except
with a weak fist fight between
Blaine's friend Steph, and
Duckie. ·

Trinidad TriP()Ii
.Steel 13and
Friday, March 28
Curris Center Atrium
7:30p.m.

r=~-=-=

Admissi()n!
HUGH BORDE'S TRINIDAD TRIPOLI STalL lAND

-
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.Choosing a
distance
company is a lot
choosing

a roommate.

Living with someone for the first time can be an
"educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company isn't any
different. Because some companies may not give yo~
all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have to
spend a certain amount before you qualify for their
special volume discounts. With some others, voice
quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any
surprises when you move in. You'll get the same highquality, trouble-free service you're used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door. And
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

@AT&T 1986

With savings of over 50o/o during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from llpm to Sam, Sunday through
Friday. And 40o/o discounts evenings between 5pm and
llpm, Sunday through Friday.
With AT&T. you'll continue to get services like imrpediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
A_nd long distance operators to help you anytime there's
a problem on the line.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether you're into Mozart
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree
on. Call l 800 222-0300 for more information or.to
choose AT&T.
Reach out and touch someone~
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Daytona--------~~
11\ipt . . "J'aW ........
natmonGt.
"I coulda't ~that I

Continued fro111 Page1
After her mother declined.

Clark asked her roommate,
Carleen Dacy of Sebree, who
quickly agreed.
"She was itmore excited
than I was," Clark aaid.
"She can lay oat when we go
and I'll JO shopping."
Accord i n g to the
information abe received,
Clark can take the trip
anytime between now and
December. She said ebe
wished abe could have done
it over Spring Break last
week, but said ahe and Dacy

won," Clark said.
She said .U laCIIIletime.s
watche1 -the Camt••
Network on Chaumelll iiicl
happened to hear about the
conte.t one nicht.

Clarkaaidehe~t

rest la1t week in~
but ia more than happy that
ahe will now be able to take
the free roud trip to
Florida'• Atlantic Coaat.
"I juat can't believe thia,"
aheaaid.

Swann--------occupy baa nev.er been an
auianecl studio .....
Pnoto by CHRIS EVANS
AppereatQ, aheaaid, &U.n SUNNING ON WILDCAT 8MCH ....., 1111 weelr . . . tfUIIInle Angle.._.,, ......,,. ..._
etudentamoMm thia.lallad Hogue. Toi'enlo, c...- and &.Iurie ReldKt 8110 of Mun.,.
have kept Wor1dJia ill the.-.
Several eorority
in tbe iRaiklifta have b-.
moved to...._ Oft campue
and Stroup aaicl ee ~
~
the Boanl of . . , _ . to
approft'-plan to demo118h the
fl/ • .._.._....

Continued from Page I

Gray said that the art
studen ts are happy at Swann.
"It baa a lot of window• a nd ia
apacioua. I consider it to be one
of the beet." she said.
Parsons · said he doe81l't
haV'e a definite relocation lite
at thia time but hopes to by
this fall.
President Kala M. Stroup buildtDf t.ht. nmm•
said tl\e administration ia not way f'or • ...,.... .....
actively workina on the IJMlC8 lnduetry ami TecbulOIY
because th~ apace the ltudenta BuilctinJ.

._Jeeated

to..._

......

FilE£ SUNTANS

.,.,.,It····

FilE£Suntan~ for (QIOfle.
c.J_,-,.., mariJI ,.,a.., detail.

..._J*I...,_,.,..,....,.
llfew.- Of.,.,. ottd..... thQt

~'tat
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~
1411 Olive

Kut 'N Kul'l Beauty Shop

Tues. night

LASAGNA sman 1.95
with garlic bread

2.95

large

WecL night

SPAGHET 1'1 sma11 .99
with garlic bread

753-1882

Dinner salad
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FAST-HOT DELIVERY Begins at 4 p.m.
OPEN: 11 Lm.L12 p.m.

11 a.m.-1 a.m.
4 p.m.-12 p.m.

Mon.-Thurt.
Fri.-Sat.
Sun.

DOitftOtt8 SHOPPIXG O'NID

.k.

1
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Injuries plague team

Let us work for J'OU. Advertise!

Breds suffer losses over break
By BRIAN JOHNS
Staff Writer

Murray State's baseball
team is off to a slow start this
season.
The Thoroughbreds, 5-7.
started the season with a win
over Bethel College, but then
lost seven ofits next 11 games.
"Our defense has been
shaky so far," said coach
Johnny Reagan, noting his
squad has committed 29
errors.
Reagan said one reason for
the Thoroughbreds shoddy
field was that five
Thoroughbreds had to sit out
four games for posing for the
Tri-Sigma calendar last fall.
"Having those five out
certainly didn't help us,"

Reagan said.
Neither has the pitching
staff. Murray State pitchers
have combined for an earned
run average of more than
seven so far. Injuries have
depleted the staff, as Derek
Lindauer and Mike Brown
have both had ann trouble.
"Neither one of them has
been able to throw an inning
for us so far," Reagan said.
Lindauer is expected to be on
the mound for the 'Brede by
this weekend. Brown has had
arthroscopic surgery and
Reagan is uncertain when orif
he will be able to return.
"If the surgery corrected the
problem, we could have him
back maybe in 10 days or so.lf
not, he might be out for the
season," Reagan said.
Another key injury is the

Reporter

The men's track team il:i
ba ving a trial track meet thi~;
Saturday featuring
Vanderbilt and Austin Peay
State University.
Coach Jay Flannagan sai.
"To start the outdoor season,
just want to get a startint
point. I want to St>e where wt
stand. I invited Vanderbilt
and Austin Peay so that thif!
trial meet will be competitive

SH BASEBALL
Page23

and Rolando Green are among
for our members."
the five participating in the
William Jordan, who
meet.
Joe Woodside will
qualified for the NCCA
compete in the discus, shot put
nationals last year, is
participating in the 1500 meter and the javelin throw. Tony
Coates will compete in the
and 800 meter runs.
high jump.
"Basically the people wh
The womens track team is
dominated indoors aH•
participating
in a dual meet at
expected to do well outdoors. I
think Jordan will do well," Southeast Missouri State
University this Friday.
Flunagan said.
MSU will not have all of ittmembers participating in the
trinl meet. Five members from
the team will compete at the·,mamg;~
University of Georgia.
•
Triple jumpers Patterson
Johnson, Arvadio Ferguerson

.--------------------~

blllod driv.

WE CAN'T RU N

.d
. .
Fi rst·A 1 trtunmf{
l• · .,nt~ter

ON EMPTY.

.,.....,.

back problem of second
baseman Jay Connell.
Connell's injury baa been
especially frustrating for the
team, because be was hurt
after serving the four-game
suspension, so he only has
been able to start six games so
far. If the injury had occurred
before the season, the games it
caused him to miss would have
counted toward his
suspension.
The team'e tough schedule
also has contributed to the
team's record. This year's nonconference lineup is one of the
toughest in years for the
Thoroughbreds, Reagan said.
"We enjoy playing a tough

Track team uses trial meet
t~ prepare for great outdoors
By DENNIS DOCKERY

SPice riiii'VIIIIIId caw dlldiDe-noon Monca.
-c.»t111N1 . . . I 110011 TuadD

,.,-Clgarett•
,.,-Grocerie•

,-Snacks
., Self Serve

2-JIIel' ,..,.. , . .
Pep.; /li'OducCs

$.99

Tombatone
LargePiuea
OPEN 24 HOURS
12th & Che1tnut.

2 tor$5.99

•

Shell

-·

CPR rlasse-

swimminR' rlnuE'~

preparaLion

and much , much more. . .

Calloway County Chapter
American Red Crose
Courthouse Building
Murray
763-1421

EVERYTHING YOU NEED!
Anti-freeze
Gas Lines
Windshield Wipers
Windsh ield Fluid
Rad iator Hoses

Showtimes
3:30-$1 for all seats
7:00 & 9:30 $1.25 with MSU ID
$2 without MSU ID

"We install auto glass"

515 South 12th

Wednesday, March 26 ,
Curris Center Theiltre

753-4563

J

~
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Floor hockey season begins

Plague hopes to repeat as champions·
By JOHN MARK ROBERTS
Staff Writer

While the National Hockey
League is preparing for the
playoffs, the intram ural
hockeyleaguehasjustbegun.
Floor hockey began
Wednesday night with 16
teams trying to win
championships in their
respective divisions.
"To start off the season the
Plague and theN orthern Lites
should be the teams to beat in
the independent league an d
Lambda Chi looks good in the
fraternity league," intramural
coordinator Eddie Morris said.

The Plague w on t h e
indepen den t league and
overall ch ampionship last
year with a 10.0 record.
The Plague's leading goal
scorer, Greg Graves, is
confident about his team's
chances at repeating.
"We should be a little better
(than last year)," Graves said.
"We're strong everywhere and
we have no glaring
weaknesses. We look pretty
good."
The Alpha Tau Omega team
finished second in the Greek
league last year before losing
to the Plague in sudden death
overtime in the playoffs. It's
players are confident they will
continue to be successful.

Toy goes for gold
in Florida contest
By DENNIS DOCKERY
Reporter
·

Tom Toy, a senior from
Murray, is competing in the
National Collegiate
Bodybuilding Championship
in Miami Beach, Florida
March 22.
Toy was the first runner·up
in the Mr. Kentucky contest
last year.
"Ever since I was in high
school, I have been interested
in bodybuilding. After my
knee injury in football, I really
got
serious about
bodybuilding," said Toy, who
played two years of football for
the Racers.
The
collegiate
championship is divided into
four divisions: lightweight,
middleweight , light heavyweight and
heavyweight. Toy will
compete in the light·
heavyweight division.
The light-heavyweight
competition requires the
competitor to weigh no more
than 197.
"I have been dieting 11
weeks for this contest and
have lost 35 pounds. I was
small when I started
bodybuilding. I only weighed
128 pounds when I was a
freshman in high school. I was
obsessed with wanting to be
bigger," said Toy.

'

''We lost a lot of players from
last year," ATO p layer David
Finley said, "but we think we
have a good chance in floor
hockey. We'll be ready to
play."
Cliff Mitchell of t h e
Northern Lites, wh ich
finished second in t h e
independent league last year,
said h is team is geared for a
new season.
"We're not champions but
that'a where we want to be.

r-----------------,

I

I

• with purchase of any
:
lettered gannet.

1

:

Coupon good thru May, 1986

:

: $1.50 OFF VISOR :

On March 29, Toy will team
up with his girlfrien d, An gie
Lee, for th e Mr. an d Ms.
Kentucky Championship in
Louisville. Lee, who is Toys'
training partner, a lso is
competing in the Ms.
Kentucky contest.
"We will take the couples
title," said Lee. "We are a
perfect couple."
Toy says he is not concerned
with how someone else will
look. "I just want to be in my
best possible shape. I know
how hard I've worked for this
competition," he said.
"I think Tom is dedicated,"
Lee said. "We have problems

:

~-----------------~·

*Check out all new gift items for Spring!

Faye's Monograms
&
Printed Apparel
5 14 Main Street
Mon .-Sat . 9 a.m .-5 p .m.
Murray
Wed_. till9 p.m .
•753-7743

See BODYBUILDING
Page 20

University
.B ookst-ore
has a sale for yo-u !
.:............................................................................... . ......................
1

Service

Mike Hodge
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Munday through Friday
Any Other Time
By Appointment
So uthside Shopping Center
Murray

75lH425

,
;

A s.e lect group of

i

i

r.u nning shorts and

!
:

1
Compare Our Prices

miles.
The Residence Hall Floor
Tournamen t begins Sunday
evening and rune until Easter
weekend.
The bask etball season
ended just before spring break
with the Cotton Clubbers
beating the Sixers 53-50 for the
c h am p ionship in t h e
competetive league a nd th e
Subs edging the Catamounts
38-36 in the recreation al
league.

Easter Special!

i

Hodge's Tax

That's what I've been
thin king about all summer "
Mitchell said. "We're n ot ju~t
another team drifting through
the domain of the Plague. That
may be all right with some
players, but not us."
Today marks th e deadline
for volleyball and play begins
on Monday.
The Twilight Run will be
held Sunday. It starts at 4 p.m.
in front of the Carr Health
Building and covers three

infant wear

i

!

i

i
1
j
:

J

!

I 1/2 price! I
~

E

i

i

·············---······················-····················--·············--·························

762-6993
Universit y Cen t er
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Glass among league leaders

Cagers defeated,
Akron wins OVC
By DARREN DEDMAN
Assistant Sports Editor

MSU's men's basketball
team finished the aeaaon with
an
85-81 loss to Middle
Tennessee State University
March 7 in the second round of
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Racers advanced to
Akron, Ohio, by defeating
Austin Peay State University
78-66 in fint round action.
Joining the Racers in the
final four of the OVC
tournament were Tenneessee
Tech University and the
University of Akron. Akron
eliminated TTU to play and
win against MTSU in the
finals. The Zips advanced to
the 'N CAA tournament with
an automatic berth and were
defeated by the Univenity of
Michigan in the first round.
The Racers finished the
1985-86 se.a son with a 17-12
. overall record and an 8-6
conference record for a third
place finish.
Although the Racers weren't
among the top teams in the

statistics catagoriea they did
manage to lead the league in
free throw percentage with 73
percen t.
Several Racers were among
the league leaden. including
senior forward Chuck Glaas,
who appeared in all but two
statistical catagoriea. Glasa,
who was named fint team All·
OVC, was second in scoring
with an 18.2 average, half a
point behind Kim Cooksey of
MTSU. He also fin ished
seventh in rebounding with
6.7 rebounds per game, eighth
in field goal percentage (51),
third in free throw percentage
(76) and fourth in steals with
55.
Senior Zedric Macklin also
appeared in several stistical
categories along with
freshman Jeff Martin.
Macklin, who was named
honorable mention All·OVC,
finished 12th in scoring with a
12.5 average and Martin
finished 14th with 11.7 .
Macklin also finished second
in free throw percentage (81 )
and Martin ranked fourth in
blocked shots with 26.

Bodybuilding---genetically alike. You need to
look alike when you are
when diet times come, but ht• competiting." he said.
keeps his head up a fter thP
Toy will be in Miami Be~ch
competition."
.
for two days representing
Toy said he plans to do wei : Murray State. He is being co·
in both events. "Concerni n~ sponsored but he will cover the
the couples titl«!, we nrf• majority of his expenses.
Continued from Page 19
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PRINTING
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Winchester

•
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Give a hoot.

Don•t ..oollute.

Forest ~ervicc,

U.~. O.r\. r:::t

Save Money
Buy Where The Dealers Buy
-Complete Engines
-Transmissions
·Alternators
-Wheel Covers
-Auto Accessories
-Fore ign Pa rts

· Hear Ends
-Rad ios
-Body Parts
-Starters
-Wheels

Buyer/Seller of Late
Model Salvage and Auto
Parts

Key Auto Parts
Highway 121 South
Murray
753-5500

Services,

Inc.

Quality and Dependability
For all your printing needs.
*Resumes
*Newsletters
*Social Printing
*Campaign Literature
753-5397
102 N. 4th St.

.
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is a Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program. Its
volunteers may be able to
help you to complete your
tax return. Check with
the IRS for details.

CELEBRITY PROFILE
Cynd i Smith, age 23, of Murray.
Fisher Price employee, wife and
mother.

"I am a wife and a working mother.
All day long I do things for other
people . Everybody needs
something to relax and make them
feel better about themself. This I do
for myself. Remember, only the
strong survive. Thanks guys for my
training routine." (Cyndl Smith)

Cyndi Smith
,..-----~--

1

K . FALCON ENTERPRISES
ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE

Hours:
Mon.-sun. 9 a.m -9 p.m.

First visit-free
daily vtsit-$2.50
$15 per month or
$50 per semester

ONLY $50 PER SEMESTER

Separate dressing rooms and
showers •
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Women's tennis--------Continued from Page 17
Henle and Chong have the
squad's best records, 4-4, going
into its matclles in Murray
Saturday against Eastern
Illinois and Western
Kentucky. Henle h as played at
No. 1 twice and at No. 2 six
times. Chong has played at
No. 2 once and at No. 3 seven
times.
Jones is 2·5 and has held the
No. 1 slot in every match
except the second meeting
with Longwood College, when

she played at No. 2.
MSU's No. 4, 5 and 6 players
- Talbot, Thweatt and
Dungey - have 2-6 records.
"Our No. 4, 5 and 6 players
really needed the experience
they got in Hilton Head,"
Keasling said. "They have
only limited tournament
experience, and they are still
adjusting to the coJlegiate
game. In college, you rarely
are going to overpower your
oppon ent, like you can
sometimes in h igh achool.
Most of the time they are going

to be equal in ability to you,
and you are going to have to be
tougher mentally to win."
Keasling h as used several
combinations on her doubles
teams and is set on only one so
far: Jon es and Hen le at No. 1.
She said Chong will play on
th"e No. 2 team and Thweatt
will play on the No. 3, but she
ian 't sure wh o their partn ers
will be.
Next week, the .Lady Racers
travel to Arkansas State on
Tuesday, then h ost Southern
Illinois on Thursday.

Golf------Continued from Page 17
Returning lettennen Bud
Ward, Jim Kelly and Jeff
Connell are all juniors, but
Hewitt feels they are capable
of being leaders on his young
team.
"Bud Ward and Jim Kelly
are both seasoned players,"
Hewitt said. " And Jeff
Connell is striking the ball
really well.".
Ward is returning to the
Racer line-up after serving a
one·match suspension fo
appearing on a sororit~
calendar last fall. Withou\
Ward , the Racers managed a
tie with the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
"That was encouraging
because Martin has 8 good
team," Hewitt said.
Ward's impact may not be
felt right away. Last year he
!!hOt 8 255 in Richmond, an
average of 85 strokes a round.
''That's not too good,"
Hewitt said .
Freshmen Jon Walker and
Chris Carlson will also make

the trip for the Racers.
The team opened their fall
season last September with
the Murray State
fnterc ollegiate, finishing
second out of 13 teams, but
then stumbled in the last three
tournaments.
Hewitt was pleased with the
start. "I think our full
potential showed that
weekend," he said.
Hewitt also said that despite
the lack of experience the
Racers are a talented team
with unlimited potential.
"The potential is there," he
said. "We have a lot of talent.
If they keep working at it, it
will show up in competition."
Members of the tl'am who
will not be traveling to
Richm ond inc lude Mike
Castellari, Marty Crotser,
David Hunt, Wright King,
Bobby Kohlman, Robert
Sample, Todd Simmons, Jim
Stewart and Chris Stoops.
The Racers have six meets
before
t h e
OVC
championsh ips, May 10-11, in
Youngstown, Ohio.

1

No one faces
cancer alone.
eatt us.

'AMERICAN CANCa SOCETY

J,s
CHEVRON
WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
S. 12th & Story Avenue
Murray
753-1615

Chevron

Hours
6e.m.-10p .m •

•

OWNER-OPERATOR MONK STALLONS

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Would you like to be part of one of the
largest and most successful child care
programs in th e nation?

If you genuinely wa n t to h elp
troubled kids and would like to have
camping, backpacking, and river trips
as part of your da ily routine·--Then
we want you on our team!
If you have majored in education or
any of the human service related fields,
we can provide you with an excellent
opporot unity for personal and
professional development.

•
Landstrom's
ORIGINAL

BLACK HillS GOLD
CREATION~~

..,

__

....•..-.-~

, •-

.

Furches Jewelry
753-2835 Court Square

We will be on campus:

March 25,26,&27
Eckert Family Youth Altematives,Inc.
P.O. Box 31122
Charlotte,N.C. 28231
Phone No. 1-800-222-1473
(Toll Free)
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Cocky mascot Wins title,
fans remain appreciative
With the NCAA basketball
tournament upon us, all eyes
are on the hardcourt. But the
real test of athletic superiority
is over and a school that failed
to make the NCAA
tournament has won.
Cocky, the Gamecock from
the University of South
Carolina, has been nanted the
top collegiate mascot in the
country.
The people in South
Carolina seem to appreciate
thefineworkoftheirfeathered
friend. I made a few phone
calls to area 7-Eleven and
McDonald's stores and, while
most of the employees there
said they seldom went to USC
games, almost everyone was
familiar with Cocky.
One McDonald's employee
in Columbia, site of USC, said
that everyone knew Cocky and
thathe was "an inspiration to
the kids."
Everyone should know

Cocky. In his six years of
existence he has captured the
Best Mascot Award four times.
He has been named Honorary
Mayor of North Myrtle Beach
and Myrtle Beach, proclaimed
National Mascot by the South
C a r o·l i n a H o u s e of
Representatives and seen in
three television commercials
and on six programs.
It isn't any wonder that,
when you ask the good folks in
South Carolina about the
rowdy rooster, you hear such
rave reviews. One lady in
McDonald's said that children
dress up like Cocky at the
games and, while she doesn't

get many chances to see the
Gamecocks play, she said, "I
think he's just super."
But then again, what South
Carolina girl would dare say
she didn't Jove Cocky?
Cocky is, beyond a doubt,
the nation's premier mascot.
But what makes Cocky so
special is not just the fact that
he is the best mascot in the
land.
Cocky's theme is "to bring a
sparkle in little children's eyes
and to see the elderly laugh
and smile."
Cocky's theme could be an
inspiration to us all, not just
children.
"That's a good one," one
South Carolinan said of
Cocky's theme.
I tend to think it's better
than just good. I look at a guy
like Cocky, someone who
makes sports fun and a little
less serious, as being closer to
great.

IIPVAN~~p T€eNNOlOC'I

FOil TO{)A'I:g
AIIVIINeCP AUTO/d081(.6.g
WtUM

Tune-Up, Computer lenition
Carburetor & Fuel Infections Service

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

(Nut 10 o & w

514

s. 12th

qeporter

In the first step towards
defending its national
championship, the Murray
State University equestrian
team has qualified 18 riders
for the regional finals .
The team finished third in
its region, which is composed
of 18 teams from Kentucky,
Tennessee , Illinois and
Missouri.
"We are doing all right, but
not as well as last year," coach
Jim Arrigon said.
Last year's season will be
hard to duplicate. Besides
having the nation's best team,
MSU also had the national

champion rider, Kim Hackett,
a senior from Nashville, Tenn.
The regional fmals a~ in
Murray on April 13. The
national championship is in
May at the University of
Virginia.
Both events are sponsored
by the Intercollegiate Horse'
Show Association.
Arrigon, who is in his
second year as coach, believes
the equestrian team is
sometimes overlooked by local
media.
"We have had a lot of
national exposure because of
our championship," he said,
"but almost none right here at
home. This is not so important
to me, but it hurts the kids to
get so little recognition after

winning a national
championship."
The equestrian team is
classified as a sports
organization, and gets no
athletic department funds,
according to Arrigon. The
team does get some money
from the agricqlture
department and raises money
by holding open horse shows
at the Exposition Center.
The team tries to pay travel
expenses, but the members
must pay their ow~ entry fees
at the shows and buy their
own riding clothes, which a~

CALL 762-3746!!

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Pizza Inn
Specials

r•••••••••••••••,

$10.95 Dinner For 4 1

I

I
1

Get a Large Super Special Pl.ua (or any
large pizza with up to four toppings) and
four bottomless sodas for $10.96! Present
this coupon with guest check. Not vaHd with
any other coupon or offer. Valld at parUclpating Pizza Inns. Dine-in Only, please.
Expiration: Aprlll, 1986 , .

1
I
I

1

I
1

I

I
I

..

1

I________________
Pizza inn1.
I
Qwa/rr.v /'#Of'lr urt·i"R quotity pruo for 1~ ~·rart t •

•

r····----------~I

I
I
I
I
1
I

SH EQUESTRIAN
Page23

$2.00 or $1.00 Off

Get $2.00 off a large or Sl.OO off a medium
pizza, pan or thln . Not valid with any other
coupon or offer. Valtd at parUclpatlng Plz·
za Inns. Expiration: AprU I, lt86

~

I

I Pizza inni.

II
I

I
I
I

---------------·
I·---------------,
1

• Qwo/irv p#Oplr srn""R quo/oty pruo for .lf .VrDf'.> ! l

Pizza Dinner For Two 1

April 1 Is the Filing Date for
Student Financial Aid
applications for 1986-1987
requesting grants
(non-repayable), loans
and/or student employment.
Summer Session student employment
applications are also still available and
should be immediately flied.
...-~pply Todaw---....
Student Financial Aid Office
S arks Hall - Basement

AutoSupply)

This summer may I)(' your last c ha1K~ to
graduate from collc·gt· with a dq~n~: and an
offin·r's commission. Sign up for ROTCs
~ix-wet·k Basic Camp llO\\~ Se(' your
Prof~ssor of Milittlr\' Sri<•nrt· for detail~.
But hurry. Tlw tinu: i!' ~hort.
Th<· spar<' i~ lirnitt·d. Tlu- lwat is on.
BE ALL YOl' C \N BE.

Did You Forget?.

,

753-1750

The heat is on.

Overlooked equestrian team
set to defend championship
By GEORGANN STAFFORD

Estlt. 1956

I
$5.99
I
1 Includes 10" pan or thln plzza and two all I
you can eat salad bars. (Drinks not includ- 1
I ed). Dine-in only. Not v&lld with any other
I coupon or offer. Valid at participating Piz- I
1 za Inns. Eipiratlon: April 1, 1986
I
lp•
•
~
I
1 IZza lftft.i .
I
QwAiity pnoplr un•i"ll qwo/rr.v f>•:zo for.?~ ·''""-~ ! .

L

---------------·

"Dine-In Only On Coupons"

PizZa laal.
Pick Up At Our Door or
Free Delivery To Yours!"

.

753-0900
.

~

--~------~~--------------------------------------------------------~~
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HERE'S RED WITH-

,,-----·---·-.
Murray, KY

.......
--"""··--·
---.-,.._.,__..
·.....-·..............._____
···-----······--_

···--·-··,_·--··--·-----··-..U.S.D.A. Crade 'It HollY Farms

Whole
Fryers
pound

C • 10 to 30% LESS FAT

49 :::s:

• FEWER CALORIES
;::c:.=·-=...:...=···;=;-=.~=·..='=t"=:. • BETTER VAW,.E____~ ,........_......o;;;;;...........,.,...._...._.
U.S.O.A. Choke
craln Fed Beef lonelell

U.S.D.A. Grade 'II/ Holy Farms
FamilY Pat Mixed Parts

Frying
Chicken
pound
·a·""' Tllllllt w

Drtllstkks . , ..

Frontier ( 5 lb. bag only)

LOndonarol
steak

smo.ked
Picnics

smoked
sausage

SI9B

sac

pound

:sgc

..., • -Grilli

Whole Hickory

..

U.S.D.A. ~ SllceO

PorkRaast
a

pound

ggc

Lamb Shoulder
a

ggc

-cror ........

Strawberries

=. St!l!,

......... ....

I&.S.O.A. cr... w .......

pound

SID9
. •t-

sac .... ....
___

Kroger Eggs

...._,
doL

Kroger Milk

~ S1.99

-mT - . z D IIIIL.I'USTK GIL

r,::.s. . . . . . . . 99c

wiiiti.,......... ta

Potatoes .............. .:
Pepsi Free,
Diet Pepsi Free,
Mtn . Dew,
Diet or Reg.

PEPSI COLA

=99~

creamed

99

c

(25' OfiF LAIIBJ Heavy DUty

Rlchtex
horten

Purex
Detergent

sac

ggc

420Z.C81'1

420Z.b0x

011 or water Pack
Chldlen Of the sea

Chunk
Tuna
can
11f.t oz.

sgc

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the COST CUTTER price!

